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Motivaton
• Study of Heavy Ion collisions

• QGP is a ‘coloured’ liquid

• partons themselves act as probes 

→ observable as jet quenching
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• Simulation:

- Underlying event:    HYDJET

- Hard process:         PYTHIA

Motivaton
• Study of Heavy Ion collisions

• QGP is a ‘coloured’ liquid

• partons themselves act as probes 

→ observable as jet quenching

• Observables:   pT,2/pT,1        AJ=(pT,1-pT,2)/(pT,1+pT,2)

• lower ratio*  =  higher AJ* =  quenched recoiling jet

*(than in pp)

superimpose
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Silicon Pixel + Strip Tracker |η|<2.5: Tracking

BSC (Beam Scintillator 
Counter) : Beam triggering

HF 
(Hadron Forward) 
3<|η|<5.2

3.8 T 
solenoid

ECAL

HCAL

• Jet reconstruction: anti-kT R=0.3

• Centrality: HF calorimeter

• at the LHC at CERN
• general purpose detector
• can be used for AA
• used 150 μb-1 → 370k evts.

CMS Detector
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Event Selection
Selection % of triggered

trigger jet pT>80GeV 100.0

collision detection 84.0

calorimeter noise rejection 83.4

pT,1 > 120 GeV 15.1

pT,2 > 30 GeV 14.2

Δφ1,2 > 2π/3 13.5

track within jet 13.26

0% 100%→

•Centrality:
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the angle !"1,2 between the leading and subleading jets in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c
for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into
hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 2. Fraction of events with a genuine subleading jet with !"1,2 > 2#/3, as a function of leading jet pT,1 (left) and Npart (right). The background due to underlying event
fluctuations is estimated from !"1,2 < #/3 events and subtracted from the number of dijets. The fraction of the estimated background is shown in the bottom panels. The
error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

background events, is shown in the top row of Fig. 2. The events
in which the subleading jet is not found should be taken into ac-
count when comparing the asymmetry distributions, although the
bias is negligible for bins of leading jet pT > 180 GeV/c.

The centrality dependence of A J for PbPb collisions is shown
in Fig. 3, in comparison to results from pythia+hydjet simulations.
The most peripheral events are also compared to results from pp
collisions at

!
s = 2.76 TeV, where the same jet algorithm is used.

This comparison supports the use of the pythia+hydjet sample
as a reference for the dijet asymmetry, which also takes into ac-
count underlying event effects when comparing with PbPb data.
The shape of the dijet momentum balance distribution experiences

a gradual change with collision centrality, towards more imbalance.
In contrast, the pythia simulations only exhibit a modest broaden-
ing, even when embedded in the highest multiplicity PbPb events.

To study the momentum dependence of the amount of en-
ergy loss, Fig. 4 presents the distributions of A J in different
bins of leading jet pT, for 0–20% central events. One observes a
strong evolution in the shape of the distribution across the vari-
ous pT bins, while a significant difference between PbPb data and
pythia+hydjet simulations persists in each pT bin. The distribu-
tions of the pT,2/pT,1 ratio, shown in Fig. 5, provide a more intu-
itive way of quantifying the energy loss. Both the A J and pT,2/pT,1
distributions are affected by the cut on the subleading jet pT,
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Fig. 3. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , for leading jets of pT,1 > 120 GeV/c and subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c with a selection of !"1,2 > 2#/3 between the two jets. Results
are shown for six bins of collision centrality, corresponding to selections of 70–100% to 0–10% of the total inelastic cross section. Results from data are shown as points, while
the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. Data from pp collisions at 2.76 TeV are shown as open points in comparison
to PbPb results of 70–100% centrality. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 4. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c
and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets
embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

which should be taken into account in the interpretation of the av-
erage value. However, in the bins with leading jet pT > 180 GeV/c,
more than 95% of the leading jets are correlated with a subleading
jet, indicating that the bias due to dijet selection is very small.

3.3. The dependence of dijet momentum imbalance on the pT of the
leading jet

The dependence of the energy loss on the leading jet mo-
mentum can be studied using the jet transverse momentum ratio
pT,2/pT,1. The mean value of this ratio is presented as a func-

tion of pT,1 in Fig. 6 for three bins of collision centrality, 50–100%,
20–50%, and 0–20%. The pythia+hydjet simulations are shown as
squares and the PbPb data are shown as points. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are plotted as error bars and brackets, re-
spectively. The main contributions to the systematic uncertainty in
pT,2/pT,1 are the uncertainties in the pT-dependent residual en-
ergy scale and the effects of the underlying event on the jet energy
resolution. Earlier studies of jet-track correlations [9] have shown
that the energy composition of the quenched jets was not signifi-
cantly different, which puts a constraint on the energy scale uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty on the energy scale is derived from three

Analysis
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Fig. 5. Subleading jet transverse momentum fraction (pT,2/pT,1), in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading
jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the
results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The arrows show the mean values of the distributions and the error bars represent the statistical
uncertainties.

Fig. 6. Average dijet momentum ratio pT,2/pT,1 as a function of leading jet pT for three bins of collision centrality, from peripheral to central collisions, corresponding
to selections of 50–100%, 30–50% and 0–20% of the total inelastic cross section. Results for PbPb data are shown as points with vertical bars and brackets indicating the
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Results for pythia+hydjet are shown as squares. In the 50–100% centrality bin, results are also compared with pp data,
which is shown as the open circles. The difference between the PbPb measurement and the pythia+hydjet expectations is shown in the bottom panels.

sources: the uncertainty evaluated in the pp studies [25], the en-
ergy scale difference in pp data and MC, and the energy scale and
its parton type dependence [22] in simulations of PbPb events (see
Section 2.5). These contributions are added in quadrature to assign
the total uncertainty on the jet energy scale. Using this value as
a boundary, the uncertainty in the pT,2/pT,1 results is then es-
timated by varying the jet response at low pT and at high pT
independently. The uncertainty on the underlying event effects is
estimated from the full difference between pp and pythia+hydjet.
These effects add up to 6% in the most central events. For the
low leading-jet pT bins, jet reconstruction e!ciency also intro-
duces a minor uncertainty on the order of 1%. Uncertainties due to
additional misreconstructed jets, calorimeter noise, and the track
requirement are negligible compared to the dominating sources of
uncertainty. For the centrality bins of 50–100%, 20–50% and 0–20%,
the sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Summary of the pT,2/pT,1 systematic uncertainties. The range of values repre-
sent the variation from low (pT,1 < 140 GeV/c) to high (pT,1 > 300 GeV/c) leading
jet pT.

Source 50–100% 20–50% 0–20%

Underlying event 1% 3% 5%
Jet energy scale 3% 3% 3%
Jet e!ciency 1–0.1% 1–0.1% 1–0.1%
Jet misidentification < 0.1% < 0.1% 1–0.1%
Calorimeter noise < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%
Jet identification < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%

Total 3.5% 4.5% 6%

As shown in Fig. 6, both the PbPb data and the pythia+hydjet
samples reveal an increasing trend for the mean value of the jet
transverse momentum ratio, as a function of the leading jet pT,1.

Analysis
0-20%
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Fig. 5. Subleading jet transverse momentum fraction (pT,2/pT,1), in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading
jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the
results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The arrows show the mean values of the distributions and the error bars represent the statistical
uncertainties.

Fig. 6. Average dijet momentum ratio pT,2/pT,1 as a function of leading jet pT for three bins of collision centrality, from peripheral to central collisions, corresponding
to selections of 50–100%, 30–50% and 0–20% of the total inelastic cross section. Results for PbPb data are shown as points with vertical bars and brackets indicating the
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Results for pythia+hydjet are shown as squares. In the 50–100% centrality bin, results are also compared with pp data,
which is shown as the open circles. The difference between the PbPb measurement and the pythia+hydjet expectations is shown in the bottom panels.

sources: the uncertainty evaluated in the pp studies [25], the en-
ergy scale difference in pp data and MC, and the energy scale and
its parton type dependence [22] in simulations of PbPb events (see
Section 2.5). These contributions are added in quadrature to assign
the total uncertainty on the jet energy scale. Using this value as
a boundary, the uncertainty in the pT,2/pT,1 results is then es-
timated by varying the jet response at low pT and at high pT
independently. The uncertainty on the underlying event effects is
estimated from the full difference between pp and pythia+hydjet.
These effects add up to 6% in the most central events. For the
low leading-jet pT bins, jet reconstruction e!ciency also intro-
duces a minor uncertainty on the order of 1%. Uncertainties due to
additional misreconstructed jets, calorimeter noise, and the track
requirement are negligible compared to the dominating sources of
uncertainty. For the centrality bins of 50–100%, 20–50% and 0–20%,
the sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Summary of the pT,2/pT,1 systematic uncertainties. The range of values repre-
sent the variation from low (pT,1 < 140 GeV/c) to high (pT,1 > 300 GeV/c) leading
jet pT.

Source 50–100% 20–50% 0–20%

Underlying event 1% 3% 5%
Jet energy scale 3% 3% 3%
Jet e!ciency 1–0.1% 1–0.1% 1–0.1%
Jet misidentification < 0.1% < 0.1% 1–0.1%
Calorimeter noise < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%
Jet identification < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%

Total 3.5% 4.5% 6%

As shown in Fig. 6, both the PbPb data and the pythia+hydjet
samples reveal an increasing trend for the mean value of the jet
transverse momentum ratio, as a function of the leading jet pT,1.

Systematics:
• Underlying event
• Jet energy scale
• Jet efficiency

Conclusions:
• Update confirms earlier work
• more bins of centrality & pT
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Fig. 3. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , for leading jets of pT,1 > 120 GeV/c and subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c with a selection of !"1,2 > 2#/3 between the two jets. Results
are shown for six bins of collision centrality, corresponding to selections of 70–100% to 0–10% of the total inelastic cross section. Results from data are shown as points, while
the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. Data from pp collisions at 2.76 TeV are shown as open points in comparison
to PbPb results of 70–100% centrality. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 4. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c
and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets
embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

which should be taken into account in the interpretation of the av-
erage value. However, in the bins with leading jet pT > 180 GeV/c,
more than 95% of the leading jets are correlated with a subleading
jet, indicating that the bias due to dijet selection is very small.

3.3. The dependence of dijet momentum imbalance on the pT of the
leading jet

The dependence of the energy loss on the leading jet mo-
mentum can be studied using the jet transverse momentum ratio
pT,2/pT,1. The mean value of this ratio is presented as a func-

tion of pT,1 in Fig. 6 for three bins of collision centrality, 50–100%,
20–50%, and 0–20%. The pythia+hydjet simulations are shown as
squares and the PbPb data are shown as points. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are plotted as error bars and brackets, re-
spectively. The main contributions to the systematic uncertainty in
pT,2/pT,1 are the uncertainties in the pT-dependent residual en-
ergy scale and the effects of the underlying event on the jet energy
resolution. Earlier studies of jet-track correlations [9] have shown
that the energy composition of the quenched jets was not signifi-
cantly different, which puts a constraint on the energy scale uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty on the energy scale is derived from three

Analysis
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Figure 1: A sample parton-level event (generated with Herwig [8]), together with many random
soft “ghosts”, clustered with four di!erent jets algorithms, illustrating the “active” catchment areas
of the resulting hard jets. For kt and Cam/Aachen the detailed shapes are in part determined by
the specific set of ghosts used, and change when the ghosts are modified.

have more varied shapes. Finally with the anti-kt algorithm, the hard jets are all circular

with a radius R, and only the softer jets have more complex shapes. The pair of jets near

! = 5 and y = 2 provides an interesting example in this respect. The left-hand one is much

softer than the right-hand one. SISCone (and Cam/Aachen) place the boundary between

the jets roughly midway between them. Anti-kt instead generates a circular hard jet, which

clips a lens-shaped region out of the soft one, leaving behind a crescent.

The above properties of the anti-kt algorithm translate into concrete results for various

quantitative properties of jets, as we outline below.

2.2 Area-related properties

The most concrete context in which to quantitatively discuss the properties of jet bound-

aries for di!erent algorithms is in the calculation of jet areas.

Two definitions were given for jet areas in [4]: the passive area (a) which measures

a jet’s susceptibility to point-like radiation, and the active area (A) which measures its

susceptibility to di!use radiation. The simplest place to observe the impact of soft resilience

is in the passive area for a jet consisting of a hard particle p1 and a soft one p2, separated

– 4 –
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Introduc)on	  /	  Theore)cal	  Mo)va)on
•Quark	  Gluon	  Plasma	  (QGP)	  is	  a	  state	  of	  ma=er	  consis)ng	  of	  deconfined	  quarks	  and	  gluons	  that	  is	  
predicted	  by	  LaEce	  QCD	  and	  is	  recreated	  (Tc	  ~	  150-‐175	  MeV	  &	  εc ~	  1Gev/fm3)	  at	  Rela)vis)c	  Heavy	  Ion	  
Collisions	  at	  RHIC	  and	  LHC.
•Jet	  quenching	  is	  an	  important	  observable	  of	  QGP	  at	  heavy-‐ion	  collision	  that	  is	  produced	  when	  a	  hard	  
sca=ered	  parton	  experiences	  energy	  loss	  due	  to	  strong	  interac)on	  with	  surrounding	  QGP	  medium.
•Experimental	  observable	  used	  to	  iden)fy	  jet	  quenching:

lDijet	  Asymmetry:

lSubleading	  jet	  transverse	  momentum	  frac)on:
•Differences	  between	  the	  observables	  obtained	  in	  Pb-‐Pb	  	  and	  that	  in	  p-‐p	  collisions	  a=ributed	  to	  the	  
effects	  due	  to	  the	  medium	  created	  during	  the	  collisions	  of	  the	  heavy	  ions.
•PYTHIA+HYDJET	  MC	  generates	  dijet	  events	  with	  par)cle	  mul)plici)es	  and	  underlying	  event	  effect	  
expected	  in	  Pb-‐Pb	  data.	  Differences	  between	  Data	  and	  MC	  can	  be	  a=ributed	  to	  medium	  induced	  effects	  
such	  as	  jet	  quenching.	  
•Study	  of	  dijet	  proper)es	  associated	  with	  jet	  quenching	  can	  provide	  informa)on	  about	  proper)es	  of	  QGP.
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Introduc)on	  /	  Theore)cal	  Mo)va)on
•Quark	  Gluon	  Plasma	  (QGP)	  is	  a	  state	  of	  ma=er	  consis)ng	  of	  deconfined	  quarks	  and	  gluons	  that	  is	  predicted	  by	  LaEce	  
QCD.
•QGP	  state	  occurs	  at	  Tc	  (Cri)cal	  Temperature)	  ~	  150-‐175	  MeV	  corresponding	  to	  energy	  density	  ~	  1Gev/fm3,	  which	  was	  
present	  in	  the	  early	  universe	  (~10^-‐6s	  aber	  Big	  Bang)	  and	  is	  recreated	  at	  Rela)vis)c	  Heavy	  Ion	  Collisions	  at	  RHIC	  and	  
LHC.
•Jet	  quenching	  is	  an	  important	  observable	  of	  QGP	  at	  heavy-‐ion	  collision.
•Jet	  is	  'quenched'	  as	  the	  hard	  sca=ered	  parton	  experiences	  energy	  loss	  due	  to	  strong	  interac)on	  with	  surrounding	  QGP	  
medium.	  Energy	  loss	  occurs	  by	  way	  of	  medium	  induced	  gluon	  emission.
•In	  di-‐jet	  events,	  where	  one	  of	  the	  jets	  emanates	  from	  near	  the	  surface	  of	  region	  of	  interac)on	  and	  the	  other	  jet	  passes	  
through	  the	  bulk	  of	  the	  interac)on	  region	  and	  gets	  quenched,	  the	  quenched	  jet	  has	  a	  compara)vely	  lower	  transverse	  
momentum	  giving	  rise	  to	  momentum	  imbalance	  between	  the	  leading	  and	  the	  sub-‐leading	  jet.	  
•Experimental	  observable	  used	  to	  iden)fy	  jet	  quenching:

lDijet	  Asymmetry:

lSubleading	  jet	  transverse	  momentum	  frac)on:

•Comparison	  of	  the	  observable	  	  in	  Pb-‐Pb	  (Nucleus-‐Nucleus)	  collisions	  and	  that	  in	  p-‐p	  collisions	  are	  made	  so	  that	  the	  
differences	  can	  be	  a=ributed	  to	  the	  effects	  due	  to	  the	  medium	  created	  during	  the	  collisions	  of	  the	  heavy	  ions.
•Data	  is	  compared	  to	  MC	  simula)on	  using	  PYTHIA+HYDJET.	  PYTHIA	  is	  used	  to	  generate	  dijet	  events	  and	  HYDJET	  is	  
tuned	  to	  produce	  par)cle	  mul)plici)es	  and	  underlying	  event	  effect	  expected	  in	  Pb-‐Pb	  data.	  (Any	  difference	  between	  

Data	  and	  MC	  can	  be	  a=ributed	  to	  medium	  induced	  effects	  such	  as	  Jet	  Quenching)	  
•Recent	  p-‐Pb	  collisions	  at	  LHC	  indicate	  that	  Jet	  quenching	  is	  not	  an	  effect	  of	  ini)al	  state	  effect	  	  
•Different	  models	  for	  interac)on	  of	  partons	  and	  QGP	  compare	  Jet	  quenching	  behavior	  	  as	  a	  func)on	  of	  pT	  of	  leading	  jet	  
to	  LHC	  and	  RHIC	  data.
•The	  study	  of	  medium-‐induced	  effects	  in	  dijet	  proper)es	  such	  as	  as	  jet	  quenching	  can	  provide	  informa)on	  about	  the	  
proper)es	  of	  QGP	  such	  as	  transport	  proper)es	  of	  QGP	  medium.
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1

CMS DETECTOR

Centrality: HF (Hadron Forward, 3<|η|<5.2)

Jet reconstruction: anti-kT R=0.3

Silicon 
Tracker

Hadron 
Calorimeter

Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter

Superconducting 
Solenoid

Iron return yoke interspersed
with Muon chambersTransverse slice

Trough CMS
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2

Jet reconstruction

Jet Algorithm:
anti-kT R=0.3

Underlying Event subtraction

Jet measurement
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3

Centrality

Npart: number of participating of nucleons in event
Transverse energy in the HF is correlated to Npart

Most peripheral ← 70-100%, 50-70%, 30-50%, 20-30%, 10-20%, 0-10% → Most central
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4

Silicon Pixel + Strip Tracker |η|<2.5:
Tracking

BSC (Beam Scintillator Counter) : 
Beam triggering

HF (Hadron Forward) 
3<|η|<5.2 :
Centrality

3.8 T 
solenoid

ECAL

HCAL

Jet reconstruction: anti-
kT R=0.3

CMS DETECTOR
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Event Selection

• For the suppression of background effects

– Events with appropriate timing, signal on BSC

– VX reconstructed by more than 2 tracks with pT > 75MeV is compati

ble with the length of the pixel clusters

• For the selection of leading & sub-leading jets

– |η|< 2

– At least one track has pT > 120GeV/c

– pT > 30GeV/c for the sub-leading jet

– More than 2π/3 for the angle between the leading and sub-leading 

jets

– Both jets have at least one track with pT > 4GeV/c
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Table 1: The effects of various selections applied to the data sample → 
fractional values with respect to the triggered sample; the selections are 
applied in sequence

1) jet trigger events: p_T^corrected > 80 GeV/c
inclusive single-jet trigger, corrected for p_T dependent calorimeter 
energy response, large p_T ensures that particle was produced close to 
the surface

2) offline collision selection
Remove beam-related backgrounds (beam-halo events, beam gas, 
ultraperipheral collisions), in general events that don't originate from IP

3) HCAL and ECAL noise rejection
Remove contamination of noise from had. and e.m. calorimeter using 
signal timing, energy distribution, pulse shape

4) leading jet p_T1 > 120 GeV/c, pseudorapidity |eta| < 2

5) subleading jet p_T2 > 30 GeV/c, pseudorapidity |eta| <2
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6) Delta Phi > 2pi/3
Azimuthal angle between leading and subleading jet, further jets not 
considered in this analysis

7) track within jet
Remove residual hadronic calorimeter noise missed by rejection 
algorithm by requiring a > 4GeV track in either leading or subleading jet

Selections % of triggered

Jet trigger events p_T^corr > 80 GeV 100.0

Offline collision selection 84.01

HCAL, ECAL noise rejection 83.38

Leading jet p_T1 > 120 GeV 15.11

Subleading jet p_T2 > 30 GeV 14.24

Delta Phi_1,2 > 2pi/3 13.51

Track within jet 13.26
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Table 1
The effects of various selections applied to the data sample. In the third column, the fractional values are with respect to the line above and
in the fourth column they are with respect to the triggered sample. The selections are applied in sequence.

Selections Events remaining % of previous % of triggered

Jet triggered events (pcorr
T > 80 GeV/c) 369 938 100.00 100.00

O!ine collision selection 310 792 84.01 84.01
HCAL and ECAL noise rejection 308 453 99.25 83.38
Leading jet pT,1 > 120 GeV/c 55 911 18.13 15.11
Subleading jet pT,2 > 30 GeV/c 52 694 94.25 14.24
!"1,2 > 2#/3 49 993 94.87 13.51
Track within a jet 49 054 98.12 13.26

duce any significant bias on the sample and removes only 2% of
the selected dijet events.

The centrality of the collisions is represented by the number
of participating nucleons (Npart) in a collision, which is correlated
with the total transverse energy measured in HF. The minimum
bias event sample is divided into constant fractions of total inelas-
tic cross section and for each fraction the average value of Npart
is determined using a Glauber calculation [30]. The dispersion of
the Npart values due to reconstruction effects is based on geant4
simulations of events generated with a multi-phase transport ampt
simulation [31].

2.5. Simulated data samples

In PbPb collisions there is a high multiplicity of soft particles
produced, the PbPb underlying event. It is essential to understand
how the jet reconstruction is modified in PbPb collisions at dif-
ferent centralities. This is studied with simulations of dijet events
in pp collisions with the pythia event generator (version 6.423,
tune Z2) [26], modified for the isospin content of the colliding nu-
clei. A minimum hard-interaction scale ( p̂T) selection of 80 GeV/c
is used to increase the number of dijet events produced in the
momentum range studied. pythia simulations at lower p̂T (dis-
cussed in [32]) are also investigated and found to agree with the
p̂T > 80 GeV/c results within the uncertainties. To model the PbPb
background, minimum bias PbPb events are simulated with the
hydjet event generator [33], version 1.8 (denoted pythia+hydjet
in this Letter). The parameters of hydjet are tuned to reproduce
the total particle multiplicities, charged hadron spectra, and ellip-
tic flow at all centralities, and to approximate the underlying event
fluctuations seen in data, differences being within the underlying
event systematic uncertainty.

The full detector simulation and analysis chain is used to pro-
cess both pythia dijet events and pythia dijet events embedded
into hydjet events. The reconstruction of particle flow jets is stud-
ied by using the pythia generator jet information in comparison to
the same fully reconstructed jet in pythia+hydjet, matched in mo-
mentum space. The effects of the PbPb underlying event on jet pT
and position resolution, jet pT scale, and jet-finding e"ciency are
determined as a function of collision centrality and jet pT. These
effects do not require corrections on the results but contribute to
the systematic uncertainties.

3. Results

The goal of this analysis is to characterize possible modifi-
cations of dijet event properties as a function of centrality and
leading jet transverse momentum in PbPb collisions. The analy-
sis is performed in six bins of collision centrality: 0–10%, 10–20%,
20–30%, 30–50%, 50–70%, and 70–100%, the latter being the most
peripheral bin. The 0–20% most central events are further analyzed
in bins of leading jet pT: 120–150, 150–180, 180–220, 220–260,
260–300, 300–500 GeV/c. Throughout the Letter, the results ob-

tained from PbPb data are compared to references based on the
pythia+hydjet samples described in Section 2.5. The subscripts 1
and 2 in the kinematical quantities always refer to the leading and
subleading jets, respectively.

3.1. Dijet azimuthal correlations

Earlier studies of the dijet events in heavy-ion collisions [9,10]
have shown persistence in dijet azimuthal correlations despite the
asymmetry in dijet momenta. This aspect is crucial in the interpre-
tation of energy loss observations [34]. To understand the momen-
tum dependence of the quenching effects, this study investigates
the angular correlation, i.e., the opening azimuthal angle, !"1,2,
between the leading and subleading jets of the events, in bins of
leading jet pT,1.

For events with 0–20% centrality, two features are visible in
the !"1,2 distributions shown in Fig. 1: a peaking structure at
!"1,2 = # , and a constant offset from zero in the overall dis-
tribution. The distribution around the !"1,2 = # peak reflects
the back-to-back dijet production and although this distribution
changes across the various leading-jet pT bins, there is no signif-
icant difference between PbPb data and the pythia+hydjet sam-
ple. This observation confirms the conclusions of earlier studies
[9,10], extending the analysis to differential leading-jet pT bins.
The event fraction that extends to small !"1,2 values is likely
due to the matching of the leading jet with a random underly-
ing event fluctuation instead of the true subleading jet partner.
The difference in the rate of such events between the PbPb data
and the pythia+hydjet sample is compatible with the effect of
quenching, which makes it easier for a background fluctuation to
supersede a genuine low pT jet. The fraction of these background
events strongly depends on the centrality and leading jet pT. For
the purposes of the study presented in this Letter, the contribution
of these background events to the results is subtracted by using
the events at small !"1,2.

3.2. Dijet momentum balance

To characterize the dijet momentum balance (or imbalance)
quantitatively, we use the asymmetry ratio

A J = pT,1 ! pT,2

pT,1 + pT,2
. (1)

Dijets are selected with !"1,2 > 2#/3. It is important to note
that the subleading jet pT,2 > 30 GeV/c selection imposes a pT,1-
dependent limit on the magnitude of A J . The distributions are
normalized to the number of selected dijet events.

As discussed in Section 3.1, the contribution of background fluc-
tuations is estimated from the events with dijets of !"1,2 < #/3,
and the distributions obtained from these events are subtracted
from the results. The estimated fraction of background events, as
a function of both leading jet pT and centrality, is shown in the
bottom row of Fig. 2. The fraction of dijet events in which the sub-
leading jet is found within the acceptance, after the subtraction of
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Fig. 5. Subleading jet transverse momentum fraction (pT,2/pT,1), in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading
jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the
results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The arrows show the mean values of the distributions and the error bars represent the statistical
uncertainties.

Fig. 6. Average dijet momentum ratio pT,2/pT,1 as a function of leading jet pT for three bins of collision centrality, from peripheral to central collisions, corresponding
to selections of 50–100%, 30–50% and 0–20% of the total inelastic cross section. Results for PbPb data are shown as points with vertical bars and brackets indicating the
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Results for pythia+hydjet are shown as squares. In the 50–100% centrality bin, results are also compared with pp data,
which is shown as the open circles. The difference between the PbPb measurement and the pythia+hydjet expectations is shown in the bottom panels.

sources: the uncertainty evaluated in the pp studies [25], the en-
ergy scale difference in pp data and MC, and the energy scale and
its parton type dependence [22] in simulations of PbPb events (see
Section 2.5). These contributions are added in quadrature to assign
the total uncertainty on the jet energy scale. Using this value as
a boundary, the uncertainty in the pT,2/pT,1 results is then es-
timated by varying the jet response at low pT and at high pT
independently. The uncertainty on the underlying event effects is
estimated from the full difference between pp and pythia+hydjet.
These effects add up to 6% in the most central events. For the
low leading-jet pT bins, jet reconstruction e!ciency also intro-
duces a minor uncertainty on the order of 1%. Uncertainties due to
additional misreconstructed jets, calorimeter noise, and the track
requirement are negligible compared to the dominating sources of
uncertainty. For the centrality bins of 50–100%, 20–50% and 0–20%,
the sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Summary of the pT,2/pT,1 systematic uncertainties. The range of values repre-
sent the variation from low (pT,1 < 140 GeV/c) to high (pT,1 > 300 GeV/c) leading
jet pT.

Source 50–100% 20–50% 0–20%

Underlying event 1% 3% 5%
Jet energy scale 3% 3% 3%
Jet e!ciency 1–0.1% 1–0.1% 1–0.1%
Jet misidentification < 0.1% < 0.1% 1–0.1%
Calorimeter noise < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%
Jet identification < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%

Total 3.5% 4.5% 6%

As shown in Fig. 6, both the PbPb data and the pythia+hydjet
samples reveal an increasing trend for the mean value of the jet
transverse momentum ratio, as a function of the leading jet pT,1.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the angle !"1,2 between the leading and subleading jets in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c
for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into
hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 2. Fraction of events with a genuine subleading jet with !"1,2 > 2#/3, as a function of leading jet pT,1 (left) and Npart (right). The background due to underlying event
fluctuations is estimated from !"1,2 < #/3 events and subtracted from the number of dijets. The fraction of the estimated background is shown in the bottom panels. The
error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

background events, is shown in the top row of Fig. 2. The events
in which the subleading jet is not found should be taken into ac-
count when comparing the asymmetry distributions, although the
bias is negligible for bins of leading jet pT > 180 GeV/c.

The centrality dependence of A J for PbPb collisions is shown
in Fig. 3, in comparison to results from pythia+hydjet simulations.
The most peripheral events are also compared to results from pp
collisions at

!
s = 2.76 TeV, where the same jet algorithm is used.

This comparison supports the use of the pythia+hydjet sample
as a reference for the dijet asymmetry, which also takes into ac-
count underlying event effects when comparing with PbPb data.
The shape of the dijet momentum balance distribution experiences

a gradual change with collision centrality, towards more imbalance.
In contrast, the pythia simulations only exhibit a modest broaden-
ing, even when embedded in the highest multiplicity PbPb events.

To study the momentum dependence of the amount of en-
ergy loss, Fig. 4 presents the distributions of A J in different
bins of leading jet pT, for 0–20% central events. One observes a
strong evolution in the shape of the distribution across the vari-
ous pT bins, while a significant difference between PbPb data and
pythia+hydjet simulations persists in each pT bin. The distribu-
tions of the pT,2/pT,1 ratio, shown in Fig. 5, provide a more intu-
itive way of quantifying the energy loss. Both the A J and pT,2/pT,1
distributions are affected by the cut on the subleading jet pT,

Fig. 1. Distribution of the angle Δφ1,2 between the leading and subleading jets in bins of leading jet 
transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 
GeV/c. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points while the histogram shows the 
results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the 
statistical uncertainties.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the angle !"1,2 between the leading and subleading jets in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c
for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into
hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 2. Fraction of events with a genuine subleading jet with !"1,2 > 2#/3, as a function of leading jet pT,1 (left) and Npart (right). The background due to underlying event
fluctuations is estimated from !"1,2 < #/3 events and subtracted from the number of dijets. The fraction of the estimated background is shown in the bottom panels. The
error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

background events, is shown in the top row of Fig. 2. The events
in which the subleading jet is not found should be taken into ac-
count when comparing the asymmetry distributions, although the
bias is negligible for bins of leading jet pT > 180 GeV/c.

The centrality dependence of A J for PbPb collisions is shown
in Fig. 3, in comparison to results from pythia+hydjet simulations.
The most peripheral events are also compared to results from pp
collisions at

!
s = 2.76 TeV, where the same jet algorithm is used.

This comparison supports the use of the pythia+hydjet sample
as a reference for the dijet asymmetry, which also takes into ac-
count underlying event effects when comparing with PbPb data.
The shape of the dijet momentum balance distribution experiences

a gradual change with collision centrality, towards more imbalance.
In contrast, the pythia simulations only exhibit a modest broaden-
ing, even when embedded in the highest multiplicity PbPb events.

To study the momentum dependence of the amount of en-
ergy loss, Fig. 4 presents the distributions of A J in different
bins of leading jet pT, for 0–20% central events. One observes a
strong evolution in the shape of the distribution across the vari-
ous pT bins, while a significant difference between PbPb data and
pythia+hydjet simulations persists in each pT bin. The distribu-
tions of the pT,2/pT,1 ratio, shown in Fig. 5, provide a more intu-
itive way of quantifying the energy loss. Both the A J and pT,2/pT,1
distributions are affected by the cut on the subleading jet pT,

Fig. 2. Fraction of events with a genuine subleading jet with Δφ1,2 > 2π/3, as a function of leading 
jet pT,1 (left) and Npart (right). The background due to underlying event fluctuations is estimated 
from Δφ1,2 < π/3 events and subtracted from the number of dijets. The fraction of the estimated 
background is shown in the bottom panels. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.
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Fig. 3. Dijet asymmetry ratio,  AJ , for leading jets of pT,1 > 120 GeV/c and subleading jets of pT,2 > 
30 GeV/c with a selection of Δφ1,2 > 2π/3 between the two jets. Results are shown for six bins 
of collision centrality, corresponding to selections of 70–100% to 0–10% of the total inelastic 
cross section. Results from data are shown as points, while the histogram shows the results for 
pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. Data from pp collisions at 2.76 TeV are 
shown as open points in comparison to PbPb results of 70–100% centrality. The error bars 
represent the statistical uncertainties.
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Fig. 3. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , for leading jets of pT,1 > 120 GeV/c and subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c with a selection of !"1,2 > 2#/3 between the two jets. Results
are shown for six bins of collision centrality, corresponding to selections of 70–100% to 0–10% of the total inelastic cross section. Results from data are shown as points, while
the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. Data from pp collisions at 2.76 TeV are shown as open points in comparison
to PbPb results of 70–100% centrality. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 4. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c
and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets
embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

which should be taken into account in the interpretation of the av-
erage value. However, in the bins with leading jet pT > 180 GeV/c,
more than 95% of the leading jets are correlated with a subleading
jet, indicating that the bias due to dijet selection is very small.

3.3. The dependence of dijet momentum imbalance on the pT of the
leading jet

The dependence of the energy loss on the leading jet mo-
mentum can be studied using the jet transverse momentum ratio
pT,2/pT,1. The mean value of this ratio is presented as a func-

tion of pT,1 in Fig. 6 for three bins of collision centrality, 50–100%,
20–50%, and 0–20%. The pythia+hydjet simulations are shown as
squares and the PbPb data are shown as points. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are plotted as error bars and brackets, re-
spectively. The main contributions to the systematic uncertainty in
pT,2/pT,1 are the uncertainties in the pT-dependent residual en-
ergy scale and the effects of the underlying event on the jet energy
resolution. Earlier studies of jet-track correlations [9] have shown
that the energy composition of the quenched jets was not signifi-
cantly different, which puts a constraint on the energy scale uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty on the energy scale is derived from three
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Fig. 4. Dijet asymmetry ratio, AJ , in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 
GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c and Δφ1,2 >2π/3 between 
leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the 
histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The 
error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.
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Fig. 3. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , for leading jets of pT,1 > 120 GeV/c and subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c with a selection of !"1,2 > 2#/3 between the two jets. Results
are shown for six bins of collision centrality, corresponding to selections of 70–100% to 0–10% of the total inelastic cross section. Results from data are shown as points, while
the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. Data from pp collisions at 2.76 TeV are shown as open points in comparison
to PbPb results of 70–100% centrality. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 4. Dijet asymmetry ratio, A J , in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c
and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets
embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties.

which should be taken into account in the interpretation of the av-
erage value. However, in the bins with leading jet pT > 180 GeV/c,
more than 95% of the leading jets are correlated with a subleading
jet, indicating that the bias due to dijet selection is very small.

3.3. The dependence of dijet momentum imbalance on the pT of the
leading jet

The dependence of the energy loss on the leading jet mo-
mentum can be studied using the jet transverse momentum ratio
pT,2/pT,1. The mean value of this ratio is presented as a func-

tion of pT,1 in Fig. 6 for three bins of collision centrality, 50–100%,
20–50%, and 0–20%. The pythia+hydjet simulations are shown as
squares and the PbPb data are shown as points. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties are plotted as error bars and brackets, re-
spectively. The main contributions to the systematic uncertainty in
pT,2/pT,1 are the uncertainties in the pT-dependent residual en-
ergy scale and the effects of the underlying event on the jet energy
resolution. Earlier studies of jet-track correlations [9] have shown
that the energy composition of the quenched jets was not signifi-
cantly different, which puts a constraint on the energy scale uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty on the energy scale is derived from three
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Fig. 5. Subleading jet transverse momentum fraction (pT,2/pT,1), in bins of leading jet transverse 
momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading jets of pT,2 >30 GeV/c 
and Δφ1,2 >2π/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are 
shown as points, while the histogram shows the results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet 
PbPb simulated events. The arrows show the mean values of the distributions and the error bars 
represent the statistical uncertainties.
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Fig. 5. Subleading jet transverse momentum fraction (pT,2/pT,1), in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading
jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the
results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The arrows show the mean values of the distributions and the error bars represent the statistical
uncertainties.

Fig. 6. Average dijet momentum ratio pT,2/pT,1 as a function of leading jet pT for three bins of collision centrality, from peripheral to central collisions, corresponding
to selections of 50–100%, 30–50% and 0–20% of the total inelastic cross section. Results for PbPb data are shown as points with vertical bars and brackets indicating the
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Results for pythia+hydjet are shown as squares. In the 50–100% centrality bin, results are also compared with pp data,
which is shown as the open circles. The difference between the PbPb measurement and the pythia+hydjet expectations is shown in the bottom panels.

sources: the uncertainty evaluated in the pp studies [25], the en-
ergy scale difference in pp data and MC, and the energy scale and
its parton type dependence [22] in simulations of PbPb events (see
Section 2.5). These contributions are added in quadrature to assign
the total uncertainty on the jet energy scale. Using this value as
a boundary, the uncertainty in the pT,2/pT,1 results is then es-
timated by varying the jet response at low pT and at high pT
independently. The uncertainty on the underlying event effects is
estimated from the full difference between pp and pythia+hydjet.
These effects add up to 6% in the most central events. For the
low leading-jet pT bins, jet reconstruction e!ciency also intro-
duces a minor uncertainty on the order of 1%. Uncertainties due to
additional misreconstructed jets, calorimeter noise, and the track
requirement are negligible compared to the dominating sources of
uncertainty. For the centrality bins of 50–100%, 20–50% and 0–20%,
the sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Summary of the pT,2/pT,1 systematic uncertainties. The range of values repre-
sent the variation from low (pT,1 < 140 GeV/c) to high (pT,1 > 300 GeV/c) leading
jet pT.

Source 50–100% 20–50% 0–20%

Underlying event 1% 3% 5%
Jet energy scale 3% 3% 3%
Jet e!ciency 1–0.1% 1–0.1% 1–0.1%
Jet misidentification < 0.1% < 0.1% 1–0.1%
Calorimeter noise < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%
Jet identification < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%

Total 3.5% 4.5% 6%

As shown in Fig. 6, both the PbPb data and the pythia+hydjet
samples reveal an increasing trend for the mean value of the jet
transverse momentum ratio, as a function of the leading jet pT,1.
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Fig. 5. Subleading jet transverse momentum fraction (pT,2/pT,1), in bins of leading jet transverse momentum from 120 < pT,1 < 150 GeV/c to pT,1 > 300 GeV/c for subleading
jets of pT,2 > 30 GeV/c and !"1,2 > 2#/3 between leading and subleading jets. Results for 0–20% central PbPb events are shown as points, while the histogram shows the
results for pythia dijets embedded into hydjet PbPb simulated events. The arrows show the mean values of the distributions and the error bars represent the statistical
uncertainties.

Fig. 6. Average dijet momentum ratio pT,2/pT,1 as a function of leading jet pT for three bins of collision centrality, from peripheral to central collisions, corresponding
to selections of 50–100%, 30–50% and 0–20% of the total inelastic cross section. Results for PbPb data are shown as points with vertical bars and brackets indicating the
statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Results for pythia+hydjet are shown as squares. In the 50–100% centrality bin, results are also compared with pp data,
which is shown as the open circles. The difference between the PbPb measurement and the pythia+hydjet expectations is shown in the bottom panels.

sources: the uncertainty evaluated in the pp studies [25], the en-
ergy scale difference in pp data and MC, and the energy scale and
its parton type dependence [22] in simulations of PbPb events (see
Section 2.5). These contributions are added in quadrature to assign
the total uncertainty on the jet energy scale. Using this value as
a boundary, the uncertainty in the pT,2/pT,1 results is then es-
timated by varying the jet response at low pT and at high pT
independently. The uncertainty on the underlying event effects is
estimated from the full difference between pp and pythia+hydjet.
These effects add up to 6% in the most central events. For the
low leading-jet pT bins, jet reconstruction e!ciency also intro-
duces a minor uncertainty on the order of 1%. Uncertainties due to
additional misreconstructed jets, calorimeter noise, and the track
requirement are negligible compared to the dominating sources of
uncertainty. For the centrality bins of 50–100%, 20–50% and 0–20%,
the sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Summary of the pT,2/pT,1 systematic uncertainties. The range of values repre-
sent the variation from low (pT,1 < 140 GeV/c) to high (pT,1 > 300 GeV/c) leading
jet pT.

Source 50–100% 20–50% 0–20%

Underlying event 1% 3% 5%
Jet energy scale 3% 3% 3%
Jet e!ciency 1–0.1% 1–0.1% 1–0.1%
Jet misidentification < 0.1% < 0.1% 1–0.1%
Calorimeter noise < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%
Jet identification < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%

Total 3.5% 4.5% 6%

As shown in Fig. 6, both the PbPb data and the pythia+hydjet
samples reveal an increasing trend for the mean value of the jet
transverse momentum ratio, as a function of the leading jet pT,1.

Fig. 6. Average dijet momentum ratio pT,2/pT,1 as a function of leading jet pT for three bins of 
collision centrality, from peripheral to central collisions, corresponding to selections of 50–100%, 
30–50% and 0–20% of the total inelastic cross section. Results for PbPb data are shown as points 
with vertical bars and brackets indicating the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. 
Results for pythia+hydjet are shown as squares. In the 50–100% centrality bin, results are also 
compared with pp data, which is shown as the open circles. The difference between the PbPb 
measurement and the pythia+hydjet expectations is shown in the bottom panels.
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